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I. INTRODUCTION

D
IFFERENT works have shown the interest of using
volume integral method (VIM) for 3-D magnetic field

analysis [15], the main advantage being that the air region does
not need to be meshed. In particular, the VIM Partial Element
Equivalent Circuit Method has shown great ability to handle
really complex devices in the presence of conductors and com-
plex electrical circuits [10], such as power electronic devices,
which is the type of problem we want to address. Moreover,
in recent years, there was a regain of interest for solving
Maxwell’s equations by Green’s function integrals triggered
by the development of matrix compression algorithms, which
greatly improves storage and resolution of full matrix systems.

On the other hand, Whitney face interpolation for current
density J and magnetic flux density B is well suited for
representing an electromagnetic problem through an equivalent
circuit [2]. This approach provides a solution that ensures
the conservation of flux and current through the facets of
the mesh [3]. In this work, we propose an alternative vector
potential approach derived from the previous method.

II. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT APPROACH THROUGH FACET

ELEMENT AND VOLUME INTEGRAL FORMULATION

Let us consider a linear magnetodynamic problem with
magnetic regions �m (presence of magnetization M), conduct-
ing electrical regions �c (presence of current density J), and
coils (imposed current density J0). The two constitutive laws
linking the current density J to the electric field E (in �c)

and the flux density B to the magnetic field H (in �m) are
expressed as follows:

J = σE M = χH = (ν0 − ν)B. (1)

We can express the electric field E and the magnetic field H

through vector potentials (magnetic A and electric T) and
scalar potentials (electric V and magnetic φ) such as

E = − jωA − gradV H = T − gradφ

A(P) =
µ0

4π

(∫

�c

J(Q)

r
d� +

∫

�0

J0(Q)

r
d�

+

∫

�m

M(Q) ∧ r

r3
d�

)

T(P) =
1

4π

∫

�c

J(Q) ∧ r

r3
d� φ(P)=

1

4π

∫

�m

M(Q) · r

r3
d�

(2)

where ω is the angular frequency and r is the distance
between point P and integration point Q in �c and �m .
Meunier et al. [3] proposed to solve electromagnetic problems
through a volume integral formulation based on the first-order
face elements discretization for B and J (the mesh is limited
to �m for B and to �c for J)

J =
∑

j

w j I j B =
∑

g

wg	g (3)

where w j and wg are the face shape functions, and I j and 	g

the electric and magnetic fluxes, respectively. In practice,
integral volume formulation consists in matching electric
and magnetic fields obtained by (1) with electric and mag-
netic fields expressed by local laws (2). It can be achieved
by applying two Galerkin procedures, respectively, associ-
ated with �c and �m and by using previous face shape
functions w j and wg for projection
∫

�c

wi ·

(

J

σ
− E

)

d� = 0
∫

�m

w f ·

(

M

χ
−H

)

d� = 0. (4)

Equation (4) allows us to build two equivalent circuits for
magnetic (Fig. 1) and electric regions, whose graphs are dual
meshes of the primal meshes used for �m and �c. Inserting
(2) and (3) in (4) provides

[

R + jωL Y
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(5)
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Fig. 1. Circuit representation for magnetic regions.

which allow to express magnetic and electric potential
differences {
�} and {
V } on the branches of the equivalent
circuits [3]. Matrix coefficients are
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and source terms produced by k coils are, for example
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where j0k is the source vector current density, which
produces a current of 1 A in coil k and Ik is the current
flowing through coil k. System (5) can be solved by the use
of a circuit solver by using mesh analysis. Circuit equations
Mm {
�} = 0 and Mc{
V } = 0 [3], where Mc and Mm

are the branch-fundamental independent loop matrices, allow
strongly imposing the solenoidality of the magnetic flux B

and current density J. The unknowns are mesh currents and
fluxes such as {I } = Mc{IM } and {	} = Mm{	M }. The
formulation can be easily extended to the case of thin regions
by introducing an equivalent surface representation [12]. In
Section III, we propose to solve equations (5) by an alternative
vector potentials A–T formulation.

III. SIMPLY CONNECTED A–T FORMULATION

Let us consider usual connectivity matrices of primal
magnetic and electric finite element meshes: Gm and Gc

between edges and nodes, Cm and Cc between faces and edges,
and Dm and Dc between volumes and faces. Matrices of the

Fig. 2. Geometry and mesh of the test: a magnetic region (µr = 100)
surrounded by a coil and a conducting region (σ = 6e + 7 S/m) above.

dual complex on �m are then defined by G̃m , C̃m and D̃m ,
with G̃m = Dt

m , C̃m = C t
m , D̃m = −Gt

m [4], [5]. Similar

relations are used for G̃c, C̃c, D̃c on �c.
On the primal meshes, on which B and J are interpolated,

the connectivity matrices Cm and Cc link the integrals of
magnetic and electric vector potential (denoted A and T) along
the edges e of each facet f , with 	 and I being the magnetic
fluxes and the currents through faces

{	} = Cm{A}
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∫∫
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∫
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⎞

⎠. (8)

On the dual meshes, which define the equivalent circuits,
the connectivity gradient matrices G̃m and G̃c link edges and
nodes such as

{
�} = G̃m{�}{
V } = G̃c{V }. (9)

By considering that G̃ = Dt and D.C = 0 [4], we have

C t
m{
�} = C t

m Dt
m{�} = 0, C t

c{
V } = C t
c Dt

c{V } = 0.

(10)

By letting (8) and (9) in (5), we obtain a novel dense and
non-symmetric system (11) to be solved

[

C t
c ZcCc C t

cY Cm

Cm
t XCc Cm

t ZmCm

]{

T

A

}

=

{

C t
cU

Cm
t Q

}

(11)

with Zc = R + jωL and Zm = K + M .

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We have tested the A−T formulation on the problem
proposed in [3] (Fig. 2). Integrals of Green’s kernels of L, M ,
X , and Y matrices are computed with the use of analytical
integrations [7], [8]. No boundary condition is imposed on A,
and T = 0 is imposed on the boundary of conducting
regions. Note that the volume integral matrix of magnetic
interactions M can be transformed to a surface integration
when the problem is linear [13]. This is not the case in the
presence of volume electric regions, since we have to compute
full interaction matrices L, X , and Y . This can be a limitation
of VIM formulation in the presence of strong skin effect.
A reference solution is obtained with a T − φ finite element
method (FEM) from 0 to 1000 Hz. A mesh of 3700 elements is
used for the volume integral A−T formulation, which provides



Fig. 3. Comparison of eddy current losses computed by FEM and VIM.

TABLE I

NUMBER OF GMRES ITERATIONS FOR A−T AND IM –	M

FORMULATIONS WITH AND WITHOUT USING

A PRECONDITIONER (100 Hz/1000 Hz)

a solution close to the FEM one. In Fig. 3 the maximum
discrepancy from the FEM is about 1.5% of eddy current
losses.

The A−T formulation has the advantage of not requiring
the determination of independent loops. Moreover, since the
system of equations is compatible, an iterative solver pro-
vides a solution without gauge condition [6], and a better
convergence is observed with A−T formulation in compar-
ison with the IM –	M formulation proposed in [3]. Table I
compares the number of iterations when using a Generalized
Minimal Residual Method(GMRES) solver, with and without
the use of preconditioners. Two preconditioners have been
used: complete Lower Upper (LU) factorization (with shift)
and incomplete LU factorization (ILU) on the finite element
matrices R and K .

We note that the use of A−T formulation provides a good
convergence without the use of a gauge even without precondi-
tioning. On the other hand, the use of LU or ILU factorization
on the FEM matrices allows obtaining an important reduction
of the number of iterations in both cases. In practice, IM –	M

and A−T formulations use the same type of unknowns,
e.g., mesh fluxes and mesh currents, acting on the same circuit,
i.e., the dual finite element mesh. Indeed, T and A unknowns
represent mesh currents and fluxes around each edge such as
{I } = Cc{T } and {	} = Cm{A}. We can observe that in the
general case, Cc and Cm provide a set of non-independent
loops, unlike the case of matrices Mc and Mm . In both cases,
the divergence free of flux and current density is strongly
imposed.

V. EXTENSION TO NON-SIMPLY CONNECTED PROBLEMS

Based on circuit representation and mesh analysis, the
formulation IM –	M proposed in [3] allows connecting any

Fig. 4. Test geometry and current density on the conducting region.

external electrical circuit and avoiding any connectivity
problem.

On the other hand, in presence of non-simply connected
electrical problems, the use of matrix Cc for A−T formulation
no longer holds, since the necessary loops around the holes
are not taken into account [9], [11]. A simple solution consists
in substituting the connectivity matrix Cc by a fundamental
branch independent loop matrix Mc, which can be given by a
circuit solver [14]. System (11) becomes

[

M t
c Zc Mc M t

cY Cm

Cm
t X Mc Cm

t ZmCm

]{

IM

A

}

=

{

M t
cU

Cm
t Q

}

. (12)

This formulation is then general and allows solving any type
of magnetodynamic problem in the presence of magnetic and
electric volume regions, including external circuits.

In order to efficiently get Mc , we propose a specific
algorithm, which combines the use of connectivity matrix Cc

and independent loops search. The Cc matrix is first easily
obtained from the finite element mesh. Then, a specific
algorithm dedicated to circuit solver [14] analyzes this matrix
on the dual finite element mesh circuit. In the presence of
non-simply connected regions, the incidence matrix Cc is then
completed to consider missing loops.

With thin regions, i.e., using a surface mesh, the initial
Cc matrix leads directly to an independent branch loop matrix
in the case of simply connected regions. For a non-simply
connected region, the number of supplementary loops is then
determined by circuit analysis. For instance, in the case of
a torus, two supplementary loops are found corresponding to
the eddy currents, which can circulate along the torus and the
section. In the 3-D volume regions, the Cc matrix represents
a branch loop matrix that is not independent in the general
case. The circuit analysis allows eliminating superfluous loops
(if desired) and adding the loops due to the presence of holes.

We tested our formulation on a strong magnetic–electric
coupling problem. In order to validate on a reliable reference
solution, we solved in 3-D an axisymmetric problem com-
posed of a volume magnetic region (average radius 4 mm,
thickness 2 mm, height 10 mm, relative permeability = 100),
a thin surface copper region (radius 5.5 mm, thickness 0.1 mm,
height 10 mm, conductivity 55 e+6 S/m), surrounded by a thin
surface coil (radius 6 mm, thickness 0.1 mm, height 10 mm)
(Fig. 4). The reference solution is an axisymmetric finite
element solution associated with a very fine mesh. The
3-D mesh of the VIM method is composed of 572 quadran-
gles for the conducting region and 1728 tetrahedras for the
magnetic region.



Fig. 5. Comparison of the flux in the coil (real part and imaginary part)
obtained by FEM (ref) and VIM.

The Mc matrix is obtained by the completion of the
Cc matrix, with one supplementary loop found through circuit
analysis, and all the initial loops being preserved. In order
to compare our solution with the axisymmetric finite element
reference one, we compute the flux linkage of the coil for
various frequencies between 0 and 10 kHz. The magnetic
flux φ in a coil k is given by

φk =

∫

�0k

j0k · Ad�0. (13)

Fig. 5 shows the variation of the flux in the coil versus
the frequency. At 0 Hz, in the presence of the magnetic
region, the flux in the coil is about 2.7 times higher than the
flux obtained in vacuum. When the frequency increases, eddy
currents act as a shield and the flux decreases. We note the
very good agreement obtained between the two simulations
(difference lower than 0.4% at any frequency). The number of
iterations with GMRES is 103 against 156 with the use of the
formulation IM –	M .

VI. CONCLUSION

The volume integral approach combining A for magnetic
region and T for electric regions is particularly well suited to
model electromagnetic devices with a large air domain.
The formulation allows taking into account both magnetic
and simply or non-simply connected conducting region.

The formulation is based on circuit representation, where
integrations are realized with the use of face interpolation.
Particular attention is paid to accurately integrating the Green
kernel for closed interactions. The final system of equations
can be solved with an iterative solver without imposing a
gauge condition.
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